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1. Introduction

In this paper, we present preliminary results ob-
tained during the early development phase of a hu-
manoid head robot, MERTZ, to explore socially sit-
uated learning. Inspired by the infant’s learning pro-
cess, we strongly emphasize the role of experience in
the world and social interaction, which are likely to
be crucial to the development of human intelligence
(Vygotsky, 1978). Given these biases, we propose
that the robot must be able to operate in human
spaces and time scales, continuously running every-
day in different locations, and interact with many
passersby. The idea is to move toward a robotic crea-
ture that lives around people on a regular basis and
incrementally learns from its experience instead of a
research tool for a specific task that interfaces only
with its programmers within short-term testing pe-
riods. Starting with a set of innate behaviors and
drive, i.e. preference for faces etc, we plan to explore
the tasks of unsupervised individual recognition and
lexical acquisition of socially relevant words.

Developmental approaches to robotics have been
explored by many researchers, as surveyed in
(Lungarella et al., 2004). The importance of social
interaction for the robot learning framework was pro-
posed in (Dautenhahn, 1995) and have been imple-
mented in many platforms (Fong et al., 2003). The
target task of word learning in robots through in-
teraction with humans have also been explored in
(Roy et al., 2002, Steels et al., 2001).

In (Aryananda et al., 2004), we report on design
steps and issues involving the challenge of achieving
reliable continuous operation. In this paper, we ad-
dress the equally challenging objective of generating
social feedback from humans which would be crucial
to the robot’s learning process. In particular, we ana-
lyze the feasibility for learning to recognize individu-
als and acquire lexicon of relevant words through so-
cial interaction. To this end, we have developed the
perceptual and behavior systems to engage in sim-
ple visual and verbal interaction. The robot tracks
salient visual targets (faces and bright objects) and
tries to encourage verbal interaction by mimicking
phoneme sequences extracted from speech input.

We conducted an experiment where the robot ran

Figure 1. MERTZ, an active-vision humanoid
head robot, mounted on a portable platform.

for 7 hours/day for 5 days at different locations on
the 1st floor of the laboratory building (Stata Cen-
ter), to address the following questions:

Will people interact with the robot enough to ac-
quire a set of training face images for further recog-
nition? Are people going to speak to the robot? Will
they use enough one-word utterances to avoid the dif-
ficult word segmentation task? Will there be enough
word repeatability for the robot to acquire a lexicon
of socially relevant words?

2. Robotic System

MERTZ is an active-vision head robot with thir-
teen degrees of freedom (see Figure 1), two dig-
ital cameras, and a voice array desk micro-
phone. The robot’s visual system1 is equipped
with detectors for skin and saturated color, mo-
tion, and face (Viola et al., 2001). These detectors
are complemented with a KLT-based face tracker
(Shi et al., 1994) and a color-histogram tracker.
The audio system consists of a phoneme recog-
nizer (Mosur) and the DECtalk speech synthe-
sizer. More implementation details are described in
(Aryananda et al., 2004)

3. Experimental Results

What did the robot see? We labelled the
tracker’s output from a sequence of 14186 frames
collected during a 4-hour period on day 2 (see Fig-
ure 2 Top) For 16.9% of the time, the robot tracked
correctly segmented faces. For a small part of the
time, the robot tracked partially segmented faces

1The visual system is implemented using YARP
(Http://sourceforge.net/projects/yarp0)
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Figure 2. Top: The characteristic of speech in-
put received by the robot on each day of the ex-
periment. Bottom: The face detector’s accuracy
over 114,880 faces detected in 4 days and a sample
set of the 94,426 correctly detected faces.

Figure 3. Left: The characteristic of speech in-
put received by the robot on each day of the ex-
periment. Right: Pitch average and gradient val-
ues from robot and non-robot directed speech.

and bright objects. We also collected every frame
of detected faces throughout the experiment, which
amount to 114,880 images from at least 600 individ-
uals. Figure 2 Bottom shows the detector’s accuracy
during each day, excluding one due to file loss. These
results suggest that it is feasible to acquire a signif-
icant set of face images because people do interact
with the robot closely and for long enough durations.

What did the robot hear? The robot re-
ceived over 1000 utterances (segmented using energy
threshold) per day. We transcribed 3027 audio sam-
ples recorded from at least 200 speakers, taken from
a few continuous sequences of speech input spanning
several hours each day. As shown in Figure 3 Left,
approximately 37% of the total utterances are intel-
ligible robot directed speech. Figure 4 Top shows
that one-word utterances make up 38% of all intel-
ligible speech and 38.6% of robot directed speech.
Approximately 83.2% of all intelligible speech and
87.8% of robot directed speech contain less than 5
words. Figure 4 Bottom illustrates the top fifteen
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15 most frequent words

Day 1 it/it’s,you,hello,I,to,is,what,hi,are,the,a,mertz,here,your,this

Day 2 you,hello,it/it’s,what,I,hi,yeah,are,the,oh,to,is,mertz,a,your

Day 3 hello,it/it’s,you,hi,mertz,bye,to,robot,are,the,I,what,hey,how,is

Day 4 you,hello,it/it’s,what,hi,mertz,are,I,bye,this,here,how,is,robot,to

Day 5 you,hello,it/it’s,hi,I,what,are,oh,how, say,the,a,at,can,is

Figure 4. Top: Number of words/utterance col-
lected on day 1&2. Bottom: The top 15 most
frequent words

most frequently said words during each experiment
day. Figure 3 Right illustrates that average pitch
of female and male speakers is higher when speak-
ing to the robot versus other people. The pitch
gradient data suggests that female speakers produce
more modulated pitch contours when speaking to the
robot. These results suggest that people do verbally
interact with the robot. The frequency of one-word
utterances seems to be high enough to provide the
robot with a starting point for unsupervised lexical
acquisition. Lastly, a set of common words tend to
be repeated throughout the experiment despite the
large number of speakers and minimal constraints on
the human-robot interaction.
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Abstract

It is now well established that joint
attention is a key capability for socially
interacting robots (Brooks et al., 1999,
Kaplan and Hafner, 2004, Scassellati, 1999,
Itti, 2003). It is also a key component for
epigenetic robotic applications in general.
This subject has been widely discussed
and we present here one specific technical
improvement for joint attention which relies
on image segmentation.

In the new Talking Robots (Baillie, 2004)
experiment that we have started, following
a successful reimplementation of the Sony’s
Talking Heads (Steels, 1998) experiment on
Aibo ERS7, we try to have two robots inter-
acting to evolve a shared repertoire of syn-
chronized behaviors, or “games”.

This leads to a dynamic version of the Talk-
ing Heads, where the interaction protocol,
or language game, is not predefined in the
agents. As usually with experiments involving
symbol grounding and social interaction, and
for these experiments in particular, it is es-
sential that the two robots can establish joint
attention and share a common representa-
tion of their surrounding environment, while
they are looking at the same scene. Many
techniques can be used to achieve this stable
shared representation. We have chosen to fo-
cus on segmentation-based algorithms, which
provide interesting shapes together with vec-
tors of features that can be easily extracted
and proved useful in the context of our exper-
iment.

However, when using segmentation algo-
rithms, a slight change in the viewpoint, or
even the residual camera noise, is enough to
significantly change the result of the image
partition, possibly leading to completely dif-
ferent perceptions of the same scene.

We have developed an original measure to
assess the stability of a segmentation algo-
rithm and we have used it on a set of algo-

rithms to automatically determine the most
stable partition for a given scene. This ap-
proach is different from classical methods used
to estimate the quality of a segmentation al-
gorithm, where the result of the algorithm
is compared to an ideal perfect segmentation
done by hand. In our approach, the measure
is done automatically, involves only stability
considerations and could lead to interesting
improvements whenever joint attention using
segmentation is required.

We quickly present in the poster the back-
ground of the Talking Robots experiment and
why joint attention and image segmentation
stability is an important issue for us. We in-
troduce then two stability measures and show
some results on natural scenes from our ex-
periments in the lab and test scenes used to
control image parameters. The influence of
several image characterizations (noise, num-
ber of objects, luminosity,...) is carefully re-
viewed. An example (fig.1) is given below,
showing the influence of noise on typical im-
ages.

Using the fact that a given algorithm can be
ranked according to its stability score, which
is calculated online assuming that the scene
itself is static, a general method of algorithm
switching is introduced and used in the ex-
periment with different kind of algorithms:
region growing, recursive histogram splitting,
CSC (Priese and Rehrmann, 1993) and split
& merge (CIS). We show how this method
significantly improves the convergence speed
in the experiment and conclude on the gen-
erality of our approach to facilitate certain
aspects of joint attention, when it relies on
segmentation.
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Figure 1: Some stability measure results for image Lena,

peppers and an image of our lab, against varying noise

level (standard deviation of pixel graylevel). Most stable

images have a stability of 1.
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